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Abstract
In this paper, we present a mutual awareness mechanism among lots of MVFs(Mobile Virtual Fences) to configure Connected cars service in VANETs(Vehicular Ad hoc Networks). If the MVFs, as our previous researches, mounted on each car are recognized and constructed to each other, the service environment of connected car can be configured and simulated. So it is necessary to have a mechanism
that the moving MVFs automatically detect according to the speed. The proposed mutual awareness mechanism is implemented by exchanging messages among inter-MVFs based on context-aware computing. As a result, when the MVFs are mutually recognized, they
are basically simulated in a connected car service. Therefore, in the future, the proposed mechanism will be contribute to improve the
reliability, safety, and efficiency in the era of autonomous vehicles.
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1. Introduction

2. Background

According to rapid development of the wireless communication
technology, VANETs(Vehicular Ad hoc Networks) are dedicated
for V2X(Vehicle-to-Everything) communications and extend the
communication coverage area by information exchange among
vehicles in a distributed[1-5]. As a result, V2X is considered as a
promising technology to support safety related applications in CITS(Connected Intelligent Transportation System), which enables
moving vehicles to quickly and accurately collect real-time road
traffic information and notify neighboring vehicles of potential
dangerous accidents rapidly[1,2,3].
Therefore, we propose a mutual awareness mechanism among lots
of Mobile Virtual Fences (MVF) instead of connected car on V2X.
The MVF as the results of our previous researches is based on the
FloGeo and the flexible mobile three-dimensional geofence[6-12].
When the MVFs mounted on each vehicle are recognized and
constructed to each other, the service environment of connected
car can be configured and simulated. So it is necessary to have a
mechanism that the moving MVF s automatically detect according
to the speed. The proposed mutual awareness mechanism is implemented by exchanging messages between MVFs based on context-aware computing[13]. As a result, when the MVFs are mutually recognized, they are basically simulated in a service environment of connected car.
The paper begins with a review of background, then goes on to
describe a mutual awareness mechanism, before providing experimental results from an early user study, followed by a discussion
and conclusion.

2.1 Connected Car
CAMs GM(General Motors) was the first automaker to bring the
first connected car features to market with OnStar in 1996, which
was created by GM working with Motorola Automotive [1,14].
The main purpose was safety and to get emergency help to a vehicle when there was an accident. Nowadays a connected car is
a car that is equipped with Internet access, and usually also with
a wireless local area network using DSRC(Dedicated Short Range
Communication) radios, operating in the FCC-granted 5.9 GHz
band with very low latency[1,3,14]. So applications of connected
car are mainly single vehicle applications and cooperative safety
and efficiency applications.

2.2 Mobile Virtual Fence
The MVF is based on the FloGeo as a floatable, flexible threedimensional geofence with mobility[6,7,8]. It is one of geofence
models automatically capable of being moved along the movement route of users using location tracking mechanism regardless
of whether they are in indoors or outdoors. Also the MVF introduces the concept of a movable three dimensional geofence and
describes location analysis mechanism to discover the movement
route[6-12]. Furthermore, the MVF can not only provide the stationary and fixed geofencing services but also the flexible, dynamic and movable geofencing service to communicate the intergeofences.
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3.

A Mutual Awareness Mechanism

For connected car service on V2X, we design of a mutual awareness mechanism inter-MVFs to construct a service environment of
connected car. The proposed mechanism recognizes whether the
vehicle and the vehicle are connected to each other through the
client corresponding to the vehicle driver's mobile device(smartphone, tablet, etc.). The server also analyzes the received message and sends it to the clients.

3.1. Design of a Client Model
The client means a mobile device carried by the driver of the vehicle. The operation process includes activating the connected car
service and collecting sensor data of the mobile device while the
vehicle is moving and transmitting the sensor data to the server.
Fig. 1 shows the process of activating the connected car service.
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4. Experimental Results
In this chapter, we implement the client and server that construct
the connected car environment using a mutual awareness mechanism. The client is implemented using a smartphone based on the
Android operating system as a mobile device. For this purpose,
there are six mobile devices used in the experiment. The same
model is numbered in the # symbol.
 Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge #1 : 9d1ec2181794e387
 Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge #2 : 5df9a94721d24ddd
 Samsung Galaxy J7 : 7d4243cc01281ce2
 Samsung Galaxy S3 #1 : 9d202dee2773a0f1
 Samsung Galaxy S3 #2 : 28666666273bc42a
 Samsung Note8 : 1fe4de746312ae93
When these six mobile devices are distributed at each location on
the Google map as shown in Fig. 3, we verify that they are connected to the server and connected to each other. After connecting
to the server at the location, the distances to the devices and the
connection status are shown and the log data is represented in the
file as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 1: Activation process of connected car service

In Fig. 1, when the client application is activated, a unique ID of
the device is generated based on the Mac address of the mobile
device. In addition, the latitude and longitude of the mobile device
is determined by the GPS provider, and then the connected car
service is activated by setting the MVF radius and the message
type by the client.

3.2. Design of a Server Model
The server receives the message sent by the client periodically,
manages the field of the received message, and analyzes the message. In addition, all the clients' events are handled to configure
the connected car service environment.

Fig. 3: A screenshot of location applied to all mobile devices on the
Google map

Fig. 4: The log data of server side

As shown in Fig. 4, the distances of the devices are less than 20
meters, which is the sum of the two radii. Fig. 5 below shows the
server UI immediately after all the mobile devices have connected
to the server.
Fig 2: Architecture of the proposed server model
The description of each manager in Fig. 2 is as follows.
 Mobile Device Manager: It manages the client connection and manages
the messages sent by each client.
 Event Manager: It manages events generated by clients. In this paper, we
manage event about emergency situation.
 Recognition Manager: It analyzes the message sent by the client and
manages the connection between the vehicle and
the vehicle.
The role of configuring the connected car environment in the server is
done by the recognition manager. A method of determining whether a
vehicle is connected to a vehicle by analyzing a message sent from each
client is performed in two steps. The first step determines if the vehicles
are traveling in the same direction in the same area. The second step is to
determine the overlap of MVF in vehicles traveling in the same direction
in the same direction.

Fig. 5: A screenshot of server side after connection of the clients
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In Fig. 5, the server receives the basic message as soon as it accepts each client's connection and shows that they are concurrently
connected to each other. It is confirmed that all six devices are in
the same area belonging to the Group 1, and all the devices are
connected to each other as a result of 'All connected device in
Group 1'.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we designed and implemented a mutual awareness
mechanism inter-MVF to configure a service environment of connected car. When the MVFs mounted on each vehicle are sensed
and configured to each other, the service environment of connected car can be constructed and simulated. So, the proposed mutual
awareness mechanism is implemented by exchanging messages
between MVFs based on context-aware computing. As a result,
when the MVFs are mutually recognized, they are basically simulated in a connected car environment.
To date, lots of autonomous vehicles have been under development, and some have been equipped with partially autonomous
vehicles. In addition, in order to ensure the safety of autonomous
vehicles, it is necessary to construct a communicated car environment so that vehicles can communicate with each other. Therefore,
in the future, the proposed sensing mechanism will be contribute
to improve the reliability, safety, and efficiency in the era of autonomous vehicles.
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